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by Simon Theakston,  Managing Director T & R Theakston Ltd 

and Chairman of the British Beer & Pub Association’s North East and Yorkshire Region

On behalf of the brewers and pub 
companies that make up the British 
Beer & Pub Association’s North East and 
Yorkshire Region, welcome to the 2012 
Great Yorkshire Show.  We hope you will 
come and see us in our mock pub, The 
Pride of Yorkshire, on the Welcome to 
Yorkshire Stand.  

There you will have the opportunity to 
listen and perhaps take part in a range 
of presentations covering a variety of 
topics on the theme of Yorkshire Beer & 
Pubs.  After which, why not sample some 
of the great beers that are produced 
in our County?  The presentations will 
commence on the hour, every hour and  
you can find the full programme starting 
on page 7 of this booklet.  You will see 
that this year we have a number of 
presentations around the subject of beer 
with food and we are sure you will enjoy 
hearing and tasting how Yorkshire beers 
beautifully complement the finest  
of foods.  

Yorkshire pubs have not been immune 
to the problems facing the 51,000 
pubs nationally and they have been 
under enormous pressure in recent 
years.  High excise duty especially on 
beer, over regulation and red tape, 
unfair competition from supermarkets 

offering below cost alcohol sales, and 
of course, the financial recession, have 
all contributed to the challenging times 
facing our wonderful pubs.  Every week, 
in Yorkshire, a pub closes its doors for 
the last time.  We are not looking to 
Government for special treatment.   
We simply ask for a level playing field.  
Why is it that in 27 European countries 
a meal in a restaurant carries VAT rates 
significantly lower than the national 
rate while in the UK a similar meal in 
a pub attracts the full 20%?  Why has it 
been necessary to increase beer tax by 
a staggering 42% since the last Olympic 
Games in Beijing?   The pub is a great 
British icon and it deserves much better 
treatment than this.

Yet, despite the challenges facing this 
industry, there is no shortage of wonderful 
pubs in Yorkshire.  Whether you’re looking 
for buzzing city centre venues, relaxing 
cosy locals, architectural gems, scenic 
wonders, ghostly apparitions or  
award-winning menus, God’s Own County 
has them all.  With the huge variety 
around, there is something for everyone. 
Please cherish our pubs and support  
your local.

 Simon Theakston



JOINING US THIS YEAR IN THE PRIDE  
OF YORKSHIRE AND MATCHING  
MEMBER BEERS TO DELICIOUS DISHES  
IS MATTHEW BENSON-SMITH, DIRECTOR  
OF THE COOKING SCHOOL AT DEAN CLOUGH.  
MATTHEW TELLS US A BIT MORE ABOUT HIS 
AWARD-WINNING FACILITY.

Here at The Cooking School at Dean Clough,  
our aim is simple: to offer the very best  
culinary experience in our beautifully designed, 
state-of-the-art, teaching facilities that can be 
appreciated whether you are new to cooking  
or a connoisseur who sees the kitchen as their 
second home.

Every one of our courses offers the freshest 
ingredients and produce, all locally sourced 
wherever possible. These ingredients are brought 
to life through the skills of our team. Our courses 
offer something for every taste, every skill level, 
from effortless entertaining to specialist or themed 
courses covering Indian, Italian, Chinese or simply 
the very best of British dishes.

Our facilities have a reputation as among the best 

that Britain, if not Europe, has to offer. But don’t 
just take Gino D’Acampo, Gary Rhodes or  
James Martin’s word for it, find out for yourself by 
visiting us and experiencing The Cooking School 
for yourself.

All surplus from The Cooking School is gifted to  
the another part of our organisation; Focus on Food 
which, each year, teaches tens of thousands of 
young people to cook and 2,500 teachers across 
the UK to teach cooking. We believe that cooking 
is a key life skill, which everyone deserves to be 
taught well, and that is what Focus on Food is 
best at. Unless people learn to cook they cannot 
successfully make healthy eating choices and take 
full control of their food lives.

To find out more about The Cooking School, visit 
our website www.thecookingschool.co.uk or speak 
to a member of our team in the Pride of Yorkshire.  



The heart of the community
Britain’s pubs are right at the heart of 
every community in the country.  They 
are a much loved part of our national 
culture, celebrated at home and abroad, 
and attract many visitors to Britain.  
Every week, around 15 million people 
socialise in the nation’s pubs.  

Most are small businesses, run by 
tenants, lessees and owners, and 
together they employ over 600,000 
people.

Today’s pub is as much about food as 
drink.  More than 80 per cent of pubs 
serve food, catering for every taste.   
That’s over 1.1 billion meals per year.

Alcohol has been drunk and served 
throughout the British Isles in one 
form or another since the Bronze Age.  
However, the origins of what we may now 
recognise as the pub began to appear 
during the Roman colonisation of Britain, 
as places where travellers could obtain 
rest and refreshment sprang up along 
the new road networks.

These Roman taverns remained even 
after the withdrawal of the Romans 
from Britain.  During the Middle Ages 
the pub sign came into existence – the 
earliest versions being green bushes 
set upon poles to indicate the sale of 
beer, stemming from the earlier Roman 
tradition of vines being displayed to 
advertise wine.  By the fourteenth century, 
more abstract names were common, as 
evidenced by Chaucer’s description of the 
Tabard Inn in Southwark.  The ‘Hostellers 
of London’ were granted guild status 
in 1446, showing that these medieval 
inns and hostelries were important in 
continuing the practice of offering rest 
and refreshment to travellers.

During the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries these establishments primarily 
sold beer and ale, until the first half of the 
eighteenth century when the so-called 
‘Gin Craze’ took hold, especially amongst 
the poorer classes as the production of 
gin had increased to six times that of 
beer.  The 1751 Gin Act forced gin makers 
to sell only to licensed premises and put 
drinking establishments under the control 
of local magistrates.  During the 19th 
Century the Wine and Beerhouse Act was 
introduced to restrict the hours Public 
Houses could sell alcohol.  This was further 
compounded by the Defence of the Realm 
Act 1914 which set the 11pm limit on the 
sale of alcohol throughout the twentieth 
century.  The Licensing Act 2003 repealed 
the previous licensing laws for England 
and Wales, taking responsibility away 
from magistrates and placing it in the 
hands of local councils.

The most popular pub name in the UK is 
the Red Lion with 759 so badged.  Runners 
up are Royal Oak (626) White Hart (427) 
Rose and Crown (326) Kings Head (310) 
Kings Arms (284) Queens Head (278) and 
The Crown (261).



The nation’s favourite drink
There’s no drink more refreshing on a 
hot day, or comforting on a cold one, 
than beer, our national drink.  Crisp 
lagers, full-flavoured ales and smooth 
stouts the choice is yours.

Beer is a natural product made from 
natural ingredients water, malt,  
hops and yeast.

Beer is a homegrown product – 93% of 
beer drunk in the UK is made in the UK.   
The brewing and pub industry 
contribute over £28 billion to the 
UK economy – and Britain’s world-
renowned beers are a leading export 
industry for UK plc.

Beer was certainly brewed by the ancient 
Egyptians and had almost certainly 
arrived in Britain by the Neolithic period 
- the builders of Stonehenge would 
undoubtedly have enjoyed a pint or two 
after a hard day’s work.  

When the Romans arrived, they tried to 
introduce wine through their tabernae, 
but the British climate is really better 
suited for cereal growing.  So, the Britons 
carried on with their brewing.

Beer was brewed in the home, on farms, 
in wayside taverns and, later, in the great 
monasteries.  There was no brewing in 
breweries that we would recognise today, 
and until refrigeration was introduced in 
the 1880s, beer was only brewed in the 
colder months from September to April  
or May.

The Normans re-introduced wine - and 
popularised cider - but ale was by then 
the staple drink of the people.  

Naturally, as brewing became more 
organised, it attracted the attention of the 
tax collectors.  In fact, we have been taxed 
nationally on our enjoyment of ale or 
beer since 1188, when Henry II introduced 
the so called ‘Saladin Tithe’ to pay for the 
Crusades.

Ale was brewed for centuries without 
hops.  Beer, which came from the Low 
Countries and was first imported into 
England in the 15th century, used hops  
as a flavouring and a preservative.  

It took almost 150 years but hops 
eventually came to be accepted as a vital 
part of the taste of ale.  Prior to the 1400s, 
ale had been flavoured with herbs such 
as rosemary and thyme, but the hop, 
with its mildly antiseptic quality, helped 
preserve ale from spoiling.  

Beer and ale became synonymous, as did 
beerhouse and alehouse, until new beer 
styles were developed in the 18th and  
19th centuries.
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Different types of beer are produced using variations in brewing techniques.  The 
term “beer” is a general description applied to three main beer types – ales, stouts, 
and lagers.  Each brand has its own unique characteristics and can vary between 
different regions of the country.  Until quite recently the majority of beer in Britain was 
ale and stout but since the 1970s lagers have proved more popular and now over half 
the beer drunk here is lager.  Since 2002, following the introduction of progressive 
beer duty which favours small or ‘micro’ brewers, there has been a surge in the 
growth of cask or real ale.

Brewing methods
Cask-conditioned beer (referred to as real 
ale).  At the end of the fermentation stage 
beer still contains live yeast and a small 
amount of fermentable sugar.  The beer 
is racked off into casks and finings are 
added.  It then undergoes a secondary 
fermentation stage which builds up 
the CO2 content.  When this stage is 
completed the yeast settles to the bottom 
of the cask with the help of the finings.  
Real Ale is a live product and requires 
special handling to maintain its drinking 
quality.  

Ale:
Brewery conditioned beer (Bright Beer) 
racked in casks or kegs.  The beer is held 
cold (below 0oC) to allow the stabilisation 
and the natural sedimentation of the 
yeast.  The beer is then filtered to remove 
the remaining yeast and CO2 levels are 
adjusted ready for packaging in bottles, 
cans or kegs.  There is no secondary 
fermentation in the cask.

Lager:
Brewery conditioned (racked in kegs).  
The word “lager” means ‘store’ in German.  
Lager beer undergoes a maturation 
process of between one to two weeks in 
cold storage to stabilise the beer and 
develop flavour

Stout:
Stout is black, full-bodied and rich and is 
made from dark-roasted barley.  Racked 
in kegs.

Differences in style
Ale covers a wide range of styles  
and tastes.

Mild, is generally, though, not always,  
a dark beer.  It was developed about 
150 years ago as a cheaper and weaker 
alternative to the dark ales of the day.   
In the middle years of the 20th century, 
mild was the most popular draught beer 
style in Britain.  

Bitter is a uniquely British style, and 
remains the most popular draught beer in 
England.  Within the category of bitter ale 
there are seemingly endless permutations 
of flavour, aroma and appearance.  Some 
are golden, some are copper coloured, 
some exude the delicate scent of hops, 
some are malty, some are dry and some 
are sweet.

Burton-On-Trent in the English Midlands 
became world-famous for another ale 
style, for which its water supply was 
particularly suitable - clear, sparkling 
beer known as Pale Ale.

IPA, or India Pale Ale, was originally  
so called because it was exported to 
India, where British troops thirsted for 
each delivery.  The story goes that a 
batch was salvaged from a sinking ship 
and returned to England, where drinkers 
immediately demanded such delicious 
stuff should be sold at home as well as 
overseas.



There are regional differences too.   
In Yorkshire for example, drinkers 
expect a tight, creamy head on top of 
each pint, and they like to see the froth 
trace patterns known as Brussels lace 
on the inside of the glass as the ale slips 
down.  In the South East, where bitter 
tends to be more hoppy, the favoured 
pint is served without a head.  

In Scotland, where light, known as 
60 shilling ale, is in the same class as 
English mild, the term heavy is regarded 
as something akin to bitter, but the 
comparison is not exact.  The most 
popular Scottish draught ales are known 
as 80 shilling, or export, and 70 shilling, or 
special.  Both may be described as heavy.  
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Want to learn more about beer? Then join us here today at  
The Pride of Yorkshire – our very own pub.  Find out what 
makes our Yorkshire ales better than the rest…and then taste 
them for yourself.  Cheers!

Happening here today: 

Tuesday 10th July
1000: The Cooper’s Tale (Jonathan Manby, from T & R Theakston introduces  
 the ancient craft of the barrel maker.  

1100: Yorkshire’s Most Haunted Pubs – Join Mark Graham (Original Ghost Walks)  
 to find out why there’s more than one kind of spirit in some bars.  

1200: A Match Made in Heaven.  Michael Ibbotson of Provenance Inns introduces  
 us to beer and food matching.  

1300: Yorkshire’s Favourite Pub – Competition Result.

1400: The Brewer and the Chef.  The UK’s first beer sommelier Steve Livens and 
 Director of The Cooking School, Halifax, Matthew Benson-Smith explore  
 how good food is complemented by the flavours of some fine Yorkshire Ales.   

1500: The Brewer and the Chef.  The UK’s first beer sommelier Steve Livens and 
 Director of The Cooking School, Halifax, Matthew Benson-Smith explore  
 how good food is complemented by the flavours of some fine Yorkshire Ales.

1600: The Brewer and the Chef.  The UK’s first beer sommelier Steve Livens and 
 Director of The Cooking School, Halifax, Matthew Benson-Smith explore  
 how good food is complemented by the flavours of some fine Yorkshire Ales.



Wednesday 11th July
1100: ‘The Brewers Tale’ with Simon Theakston of T & R Theakston Ltd, Masham.  

1200: The Brewer and the Chef.  The UK’s first beer sommelier Steve Livens and 
 Director of The Cooking School, Halifax, Matthew Benson-Smith explore  
 how good food is complemented by the flavours of some fine Yorkshire Ales.  

1300: The Brewer and the Chef.  The UK’s first beer sommelier Steve Livens and 
 Director of The Cooking School, Halifax, Matthew Benson-Smith explore  
 how good food is complemented by the flavours of some fine Yorkshire Ales.  

1400: The Brewer and the Chef.  The UK’s first beer sommelier Steve Livens and 
 Director of The Cooking School, Halifax, Matthew Benson-Smith explore  
 how good food is complemented by the flavours of some fine Yorkshire Ales.  

1500: Yorkshire’s Most Haunted Pubs – Join Mark Graham (Original Ghost Walks)  
 to find out why there’s more than one kind of spirit in some bars.  

1600: The Cooper’s Tale (Jonathan Manby, from T & R Theakston introduces  
 the ancient craft of the barrel maker. 

Thursday 12th July
1100: The Brewers Tale’ with Simon Theakston of T & R Theakston Ltd, Masham.  

1200: Yorkshire’s Most Haunted Pubs – Join Mark Graham (Original Ghost Walks)  
 to find out why there’s more than one kind of spirit in some bars.   

1300: ‘Let’s talk about beer’.   Eric Lucas, MD Daleside Brewery talks about the history 
 of brewing and the variations in beer styles.  

1400: The Story of Black Sheep and its Beers by Black Sheep brewer Phil Douglas.   

1500: As the 2012 Great Yorkshire Show winds down, come and enjoy a glass of fine 
 Yorkshire ale with the compliments of the County’s great brewers.



  Wellgarth 
  Masham, Ripon 
  North Yorkshire, HG4 4EN 
  01765 689227

Golden Sheep: A refreshing ale particularly 
suited to summer drinking.  Characteristic 
Black Sheep dry palate with marked 
grapefruit-hop and a very long refreshing 
finish.  Moderate citrus-fruit against malty 
background.  Abv 3.9%

Riggwelter: This strong, velvety, ruby brown 
beer really is a wolf in sheep’s clothing. 
It is deceptively clean drinking, with a 
wonderfully complex palate of coffee, 
bananas and liquorice which rewards you 
with a long refreshing Goldings hop finish. 
Abv 5.9%

•	The Barge and Barrel, Elland
•	Bridge Inn, Fosterbeck, Pateley Bridge
•	CB Inn, Arkengarthdale, Reeth
•	Pivo Cafe Bar, Reading Room, 
 Melbourne, York
•	Tan Hill, Keld, Richmond
•	Old Bar, Leeds University Union, Leeds
•	The Carpenters Arms, Felixkirk

       Lion Brewery 
      Hartlepool 
      TS24 7QS 
      01429 266666

Lion’s Pride: Lions Pride has been developed 
following the development of the very 
successful trial beer Project Pride on the 2011 
guest ale programme.  This golden session 
ale has a clean & refreshing flavour with a 
malty fruity aroma.  A perfect drink to enjoy 
in the great British summer. 
Abv, 4.3%

•	Angel Inn, Topcliffe
•	Dove and Rainbow, Hartshead Square, 
 Sheffield
•	Elsinor Inn, Whitby
•	Royal George, Saltburn
•	New Globe, Malton
•	Newton Rose, Great Ayton

     Tower Brewery 
     Wetherby Road 
     Tadcaster 
     North Yorkshire 
     LS24 9SD 
     01937 832361

Carling: Carling has been skillfully brewed 
using lightly kilned British malts, aromatic 
hops and Carling’s unique yeast to create a 
malty, sweet flavour, balanced with a hoppy 
‘clean flavoured’ bitterness and the aroma  
of freshly harvested grain.  Great lager is all  
about the best ingredients and creating the 
perfect balance - Carling has both. 
Abv, 4.1%

Cont. over the page »

The public house is one of our great national institutions.  They each provide 
an important social facility and meeting place for their local communities and, 
with the increase in quality food venues in recent years, many have developed 
reputations that attract visitors from near and far.  For foreign tourists, the English 
pub, with its quaint traditions and customs is always a delight and  
is the quintessential icon of British hospitality.

Nothing complements a great pub better than great beers and we have a wide range 
of colourful and tasty ales and lagers for you to sample today all of which are brewed 
within Yorkshire and Teeside.  Tasting notes and the strength of the beer in terms of 
‘alcohol by volume (abv)’ are shown below and each brewer has provided the names  
of half a dozen pubs across the county where these products can be regularly enjoyed.  
If you want to know about availability in other pubs, closer to where you live, please call 
the brewery on the telephone number shown.
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Blue Moon: Spiced with fresh coriander and 
orange peel; A slice of orange is a great 
compliment – brings out the spices and subtle 
fruit flavor;  Goes well with chicken, seafood, 
and pork.  Abv 5.4%

C2: Low in alcohol, surprisingly complex, 
equally weighted across bitter and sweet 
and boasting Carling’s signature corn note 
in abundance.  Smoky notes add a cheeky 
chargrilled undertone with spicy hops 
preceding a dry finish.  Abv 2%

• Kobe, Horsforth
• Banyan, Harrogate
• Oscars, York
• Biltmore Bar and Grill, York
• Verve, Huddersfield (Nr Train station)
• George Hotel, Cleckheaton

    Starbeck, Harrogate 
    North Yorkshire 
    HG1 4PT 
    01423 880022

Blonde: Daleside Blonde is a refreshing, light 
golden beer with a hoppy aroma and crisp 
palate.  Its distinctive nose, combined with 
delicate mouth feel and subtle aftertaste, 
make this a wonderful quaffing beer. 
Daleside Blonde is a modern alternative 
session beer to the traditional Yorkshire Bitters. 
Abv 3.9%

• Lamb and Flag, Kirbymoorside
• The Grove, Back Row, Leeds
• Rat and Ratchet, Huddersfield
• Fox and Hounds, West Witton
• New Inn, Appletreewick
• Black Swan, Dishforth

  Tadcaster 
  North Yorkshire 
  LS24 9SA 
  01937 832091

John Smith’s Cask Bitter: No nonsense.  
The UK’s No1 cask bitter.  Malty, bitter-sweet 
and slightly fruity, to book.  Abv 3.8%

• Boot and Shoe, Ackworth
• Black Swan, Barwick in Elmet
• Morley Dasheres, Morley
• Shoulder of Mutton, Morley
• Spinning Wheel, Leeds
• Wheatsheaf, Burn

  Knowle Spring Brewery 
  Keighley 
  West Yorkshire 
  BD21 1AW 
  01535 603139

Landlord: Refreshingly reliable, nationally 
renowned, this full drinking Pale Ale with a 
complex and hoppy aroma has real “Pulling 
Power” and stands out in any bar as the ideal 
regular.  Known to be pop diva Madonna’s 
favourite tipple.  Abv 4.3%

Golden Best: The last of the true Pennine 
light milds, this amber coloured beer makes 
a refreshing session ale.  The smooth and 
creamy flavour makes it the popular choice 
close to the Brewery.  Abv 3.5%

• Town Hall Tavern, Headrow, Leeds
• Royal Oak, Kirkgate, Ripon
• Old Bridge Inn, Priest Lane, Ripponden
• Lord Rodney, Church Street, Keighley
• Stone Trough Inn, Kirkham Abbey, York
• The Woolly Sheep, Skipton
• St Vincent Arms, Sutton on Derwent
• The Punch Bowl, Marton-cum-Grafton

  The Brewery 
  Masham, Ripon 
  North Yorkshire 
  HG4 4YD 
  01765 680068

Old Peculier: The beer that made Masham 
famous!  A rich dark, smooth-tasting beer  
with an unequalled flavour.  Brewed using the 
traditional Fuggle hop, Old Peculier is our best 
known beer and has a large and enthusiastic 
following all over Britain and the world.  
Abv 5.6%

Black Bull Bitter: A bright amber bitter,  
well attenuated to give a crisp, refreshingly 
dry taste.  The late and dry-hopping with 
Golding hops ensures a pronounced citrus 
flavour and aroma.  Abv 3.9%

• The White Bear, Masham
• The Lion Inn, Blakey Ridge, Kirbymoorside
• The Hunters Inn, Pool in Wharfedale, Otley
• The Laurel Inn, Robin Hood’s Bay, Whitby
• Star & Garter, Kirkby Overblow
• Whitelocks, Turks Yard (off Briggate), Leeds
• The Durham Ox, Crayke
• The Oak Tree, Helperby



How many pubs are there in the country, approximately?

The competition winner will enjoy a VIP visit to one of Yorkshire’s regional family 
breweries and the winner may include up to four people in the party.

On arrival at the brewery, you will be welcomed by one of the family directors of the 
company. After an introductory presentation you and your guests will commence 
a brewery tour escorted by the head brewer. On the tour you will find out how the 
various ingredients for beer are selected to produce a variety of ales, each with their 
own distinctive tastes and aromas. You will learn the science behind the brewing 
process and see thousands of gallons of well-known Yorkshire beers in different 
stages of production. Throughout the tour, the head brewer, with years of experience, 
will be on hand to answer any questions you may have.

Following the tour you can take your pick from a delicious Yorkshire menu and, if 
you would like, you can sample one or more of the equally delicious beers with your 
meal.   Finally, before it is time to leave, the brewery shop is your last visit where you 
and your guests can select souvenir gifts of your visit up to a total value of £100.

The Cooking School in Halifax has kindly offered, as a prize for the runner-up, a place 
on its Made in Yorkshire course on Saturday 20th October. Yorkshire’s rich, wonderful 
culinary heritage forms the basis of this exceptional course, using the finest Yorkshire 
ingredients and recipes. Inspired by our beautiful dales and rugged coastlines, you 
will learn how to use some of the very best produce our county has to offer. This full 
day course is worth £145.

All you have to do to win one of these prizes is to tell us approximately how many 
pubs there are in the United Kingdom. Send an email stating Answer A , B, C or D 
together with your name, address and telephone number to vipbreweryvisit@aol.com 
by Friday 27th July.

The first correct answer drawn will be deemed the winner and the second, the 
runner-up.   Winners will be notified in the first week of August.  The decision of the 
competition organisers is final.

Good luck!

*The prize must be taken by 30th November 2012 and wherever possible the organisers  
will accommodate the winners chosen date.  The Yorkshire brewery selected for the visit will  
be subject to availability but again the winner’s preference will be met wherever possible.    

A. 42,000
B. 51,000
C. 62,000
D. 74,000




